Abstract-This paper presents a novel behavior-based approach for mobile robot control using Fuzzy Discrete Event System (FDES). The method exploits the multi-valued feature of Fuzzy Logic (FL) and event-driven property of Discrete Event System (DES) to define activity of each behavior using fuzzy state vectors. State-based prediction of activity is accomplished using fuzzily defined event matrices. The method combines aspects of both command fusion and behavior arbitration. Furthermore, the proposed approach has the ability to define state-based observability and controllability to handle sensor uncertainty and environment dynamics. Observability describes decision vagueness associated with sensory data, whereas controllability specifies undesirable state-reach within the observed environment. The present work employs observability and controllability to modify the velocity commands and the sampling frequency depending on decision vagueness and undesirable state-reach. Real-time results of FDES-based mobile robot navigation are presented to validate the performance of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
The task complexity of autonomous robots in unstructured, unknown, and dynamic environment is greatly reduced by dividing the overall task into subtasks. These subtasks are modeled as perception-action units, called behaviors. Behaviors with different objectives may result in producing conflicting actions. Thus a major issue in the design of behavior-based control systems is the formulation of an effective mechanisms for behavior coordination.
The existing behavior coordination mechanisms can be broadly categorized into two groups. Behavior arbitration [1] , [2] mechanism chooses one behavior at a time, whereas command fusion [3] , [4] mechanism allows combined or weighed multiple behavioral constraints at a time. While, arbitration mechanisms are suitable for competitive behaviors, command fusion techniques are appropriate for cooperative behaviors [5] . Two main problems observed with behavior arbitration are instability [6] and starvation [7] . Instability arises when the control of the robot alternates between two behaviors and starvation occurs when a behavior does not gain control of the robot for a long period of time. Command fusion of behaviors partially removes this problem by activating all behaviors simultaneously. However, a common problem arises in command fusion techniques when competing behaviors issue conflicting control commands, which lead to oscillation of the robot or stagnation during navigation [5] . Several fuzzy logic based command fusion approaches have been proposed to overcome such issues. For instance, in context dependent blending of behaviors, Saffiotti et al. [8] used a set of fuzzy rules to define a fuzzy
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behavior. Another set of fuzzy rules, called meta rules, are used to control the activity of individual fuzzy behaviors by detecting conflicting situations based on current sensory information. Tunstel et al. [9] proposed a similar approach called behavior modulation, where a set of fuzzy rules is used to weigh (or modulate) the outputs of fuzzy behaviors to control the behavioral activity. Fuzzy behavior coordination provides better performance since fuzzy logic can incorporate human reasoning under partial knowledge of the environment and noisy sensing. Although fuzzy logic has the ability to cope with uncertainties in sensory data and environment dynamics, they suffer the drawback of forming large rules-base for complex behavior-based systems. Moreover, these methods lack the capability of system analysis (e.g., controllability and observability that enables formal quantitative analysis of the system performance). On the other hand, behavior arbitration supports predictive control structure (e.g., Discrete Event System [10] ) that permits system analysis.
Both behavior arbitration and command fusion constitute two paradigms in designing distributed systems: hierarchical (or top-down) approaches [11] and non-hierarchical (or bottom-up) approaches [12] . In hierarchical approaches, a set of behaviors at the lowest level are activated using prior knowledge of the system and ensures goal-directed decision-making. On the other hand, in non-hierarchical approaches, all behaviors are concurrently active eliminating the requirement of prior knowledge of the system which makes the system more reactive. Reliability is an important issue in designing a behavior coordinator that includes reactivity, error recovery, and uncertainty handling. In summary, for better control a behavior coordinator should: 1) combine both behavior arbitration and command fusion techniques to facilitate the coordination of cooperative and competitive behaviors, 2) combine features of both hierarchical and nonhierarchical behavioral decomposition that makes the system goal-oriented as well as reactive, 3) be reliable, 4) provide adequate means to analyze the system characteristics, such as controllability and observability, and 5) be scalable to large behavior-based system.
In this work, we propose a novel behavior coordination mechanism that constitutes all the aforementioned requirements. To formulate the behavior coordinator, the proposed approach employs Fuzzy Discrete Event System (FDES) [13] and it combines the state-based formalism of Discrete Event System (DES) [14] with deterministic vagueness of fuzzy decision-making.
The proposed methodology uses FDES to predict multisensory-information based activity vector for each behavior.
It also employs FDES to analyze the observability and controllability of behavior-based decision-making, which is further used for error/failure detection. Thus this methodology addresses the requirement 3 and 4. A central arbiter chooses a subset of behaviors having high (in fuzzy terms) activity for further assessment, thus incorporating the characteristics of hierarchical behavior-decomposition (requirement 2). The central arbiter then assesses the activity vectors with respect to a predefined priority of behaviors and generates recommendation for behavior modulation. Inclusion of explicit priority of behaviors denotes behavior arbitration, whereas incorporation of behavior modulation indicates command fusion (requirement 1). Since each behavior is concurrently active, requirement 2 is also satisfied. Furthermore, the proposed method will present a generalized approach that is scalable to large behavior-based systems (requirement 5). Thus the intended research attempts to address the aforementioned requirements for a behavior coordinator. Furthermore, we will present and compare realtime robot navigation using the proposed coordinators.
Section II briefly describes the objective of the proposed behavior modulation technique. Section III and IV review modeling of FDES and formulation of the proposed behavior modulation mechanisms. Section V presents a realtime robot navigation example using the proposed behavior coordinator. Finally, Section VI draws the conclusion.
II. BEHAVIOR MODULATION
We formally define a behavior ranked at the i th priority as
where B is the identification label of a behavior (e.g., goto-target). The order i = 1, . . . , M denotes the execution priority order and is predefined (M has the highest priority and 1 has the lowest priority). The expected action to be accomplished by each behavior (e.g., velocity command) is denoted as A i . Related sensory information X i is defined as
where J i is the number of different sensory information used in activity prediction of B i . The FDES F i determines the state-based activity that modulates the action A i . The state based prediction of F i is performed using a set of fuzzy event matrices (Σ i ) and are generated using another set of FDES, F ij as shown in Fig. 1 . Each F ij is placed to produce state based prediction using single sensory information.
The F ij generates the activity of i th behavior based on j th sensory information x ij . Hence, F i combines state based predictions made by different sensory information to estimate the activity of behavior B i . Fig.1 shows the construction of F i . (Throughout the paper, current state of a FDES is denoted s, whereas the expected state is denotedś). The expected activity stateś ij is generated by F ij while taking a set of fuzzy event matrices Σ ij . These event matrices are generated using the sensory information
The set of event matrices Σ i is formed usingś ij which is further used by F i to generate the combined activity staté s i . The task of the proposed behavior modulator is to coordinate actions of different behaviors as
where the modulating factor β i is generated usingś i .
III. MODELING OF FDES
The following sections describe the general formulation of FDES and modeling of F i and F ij .
A. General Formulation of FDES
FDES is implemented using a fuzzy automaton [13] and is modified for this application as,
where S is a set of fuzzy state vectors s and is defined as
Here, N is the number of states in the system and µ n is the degree of possibility (grade of membership) of being in n th state. A set of fuzzy event matrices Σ is defined as
Here, E denotes the number of events in a FDES and µ e nń indicates the state transition possibility (grade of membership) from n th state toń th state when e th event α e occurs. The state transition function, ξ : S × Σ → S, generates the next state vectorś e with respect to current state vector s upon occurrence of an event α e . Hence,
where (•) is the max-product operation. The overall next state vectorś is determined aś can be interpreted as certainty and uncertainty, respectively, associated within the sensory data used in constructing α e . Hence, if observability is incorporated, ξ is redefined as
where∪ is a fuzzy OR operator (maximal) andά e is calculated asά
Here, I is the identity matrix and (α e ) N is calculated as
(N times) (11) where ⊗ is the max-min fuzzy composition. The overall next state vectorś is estimated using (8) . The observability described in [13] is interpreted to define state-based observability in order to provide state-based decision making for a physical agent like mobile robot. Hence, state-based decision-making increases reactivity to a robot system. The state-based observability (O) for a FDES is calculated using
where T is used for transpose and matrix L = [l nń ] N ×N is the inconsistency matrix defined by users. The degree of inconsistency between n th state andń th state in a FDES is denoted as l nń . If O = 1, then a FDES is completely observable and consistent decisions can be made based on the observations.
2) State Based Controllability: The measure of controllability quantifies the achievement of desired states at each state-transition. For a FDES, if the current sate is s and the next state isś, then the state-based controllability is measured as
where the user defined matrix W = [w nń ] N ×N shows the undesired state transition between n th state andń th state in a FDES. w nń = 1 indicates undesired transition between n th state andń th state whereas w nń = 0 indicates a desired one. If C = 1, the next state transition is completely controllable and desired decisions can be made.
B. Modeling of FDES F ij
The general formulation described in Section III-A is now modified to define the FDES F ij that manipulates j th sensory information of i th behavior. We specify state 1 and state N as the lowest and highest activity state, respectively. Here, α 
where f e ij (·) represents a fuzzy Membership Function (MF) that maps sensory information x ij to a membership value over [0, 1].
C. Modeling of FDES F i
FDES F i is also defined using the formulation described in Section III-A, where state 1 of F i refers to the lowest activity state and state N stands for the highest activity state. In FDES F i , the number of events is equal to the number of states, i.e., E = N . Here, event α tion III, the F i is used here to predict the state based activity of the i th behavior. Therefore each behavior activity modelled by F i is made to generate different activity state vectors (ś i ). The purpose of the Arbiter is to choose the most appropriate behaviors based on activity states produced by different FDES components. While considering the cooperative behaviors, the Arbiter modifies the event matrices to predict behavior activity for effective behavior modulation as shown in Fig. 2 .
The Arbiter is programmed to perform the following steps. 4. The cooperative behaviors ofB are chosen while using heuristic knowledge. As an example, in force vector modulation, behaviors having directions within δ o of direction of B can be considered as cooperative behaviors. To find them, an equivalence relation ≡ co is defined so that their actions do not conflict with the actions proposed byB. Hence, is emphasized that causes a transition to state 1, i.e., for e = 1, (17) is used and for e = 1, (18) is used. The F i determines the final activity state vectorś i = [μ n ] 1×N using event matricesα e i . The activity stateś i is then defuzzified using (19) to modulate the expected actions A i of B i .
Finally, actions of different behaviors are combined using (3) . Considering the number of events and the number of states are equal in a FDES (i.e., E = N ) it can be shown that the computational complexity of the proposed behavior modulation is on the order of (2M + J)N 3 , i.e.,
J i is the total number of sensory data used in the modulation process. Therefore, to reduce the number of elementary operations in a large behavior-based system it requires selection of fewer number of sensory information as well as FDESs with small number of states. Remark 1: DES-based coordinator is a special form of FDES-based coordinator which requires two modifications:
• The membership functions are changed to support either 1 or 0 membership. where γ e i is calculated using (15). Remark 2: We define behavior arbitration as a special form of DES coordinator, where the following modifications are accomplished:
• We assign [B] = {B}, i.e., no cooperative behaviors are allowed with the highest priority behavior in the most desirable state.
• To makeB the only active behavior, we set β i = 0 for B i =B.
V. EXPERIMENT: MOBILE ROBOT NAVIGATION
This section validates the performance of the proposed method in the field of mobile robot navigation. The goal of the navigation task is to integrate global path planning with reactive motion planning. Global planning will be combined with local motion planning so that it will optimize the overall traveled distance as well as ensures safe navigation through obstacles. The experimental environment generated using laser range data is shown in Fig.3(a) and has physical dimensions of 9 m × 12 m. When translated into an image plane, it represents 450 pix × 600 pix, and each pixel represents a physical area of 20 mm × 20 mm. For global path planning, the navigation is assumed to be in configuration space, i.e., obstacles are outgrown to the width of the robot (see Fig.3(b) ). V oronoi diagram is used to extract the safe path network through the obstacles and then A * search algorithm is employed to specify the safe path between the initial position of the robot and the target. Voronoi vertices between the robot and the target are denoted as subgoals. Once the robot reaches closer to the subgoal point, the subgoal is discarded and the next closest Voronoi vertex is redefined as the subgoal. To generate the heading 1) Go-to-target (V 1 ) is used for path optimization, which is a unit vector directed to the second nearest subgoal with respect to the current robot position (see Fig.4 ).
2) Route-follow (V 2 ) is used to follow the safe path, which is a unit vector directed to the nearest subgoal with respect to the current robot position (see Fig.4 ).
3) Avoid-obstacle (V 3 ) is a unit vector that is normal to the direction of the resultant repulsive force obtained from the position vectors of obstacles and it is biased towards the current orientation of the robot. This behavior employs wall − f ollowing approach to avoid collisions. (see Fig.4 ). The schemas are modulated (or weighed) by β 1 , β 2 , and β 3 and are coordinated using
where V is the coordinated behavior and θ = V is the commanded heading direction. The following sections describe formation of different behavior coordinators that generate the modulatory weights β i .
A. FDES coordinator
For this example three behaviors are chosen, namely goto-target, route-follow and avoid-obstacle. The modulation technique first defines a priority and go-to-target behavior is given the lowest priority and is defined as
Here, A 1 = V 1 and X 1 = {x 1j |j = 1, 2, 3}, where x 11 = distance to the closest obstacle with respect to current robot position. Higher values of x 11 infer higher activity of B 1 . is determined using (14) as below:
where membership functions f where γ e 1 is determined using (15) . The next behavior Route-follow has the higher priority than go-to-target and is defined as
Here, A 2 = V 2 and X 2 = {x 2j |j = 1, 2, 3}, where x 21 = x 11 , x 22 = x 12 , and x 23 = abs( V 3 − V 2 ). Higher values of x 21 and x 22 infer higher activity of B 2 , whereas lower values of x 23 infer higher activity of B 2 . The FEDES F 2 constitutes F 2j , j = 1, 2, 3. Hence, F 2 and F 2j have the same transition structures as shown in Fig.6 . Event α e 2j is determined using (14) with f . We have used L 2j = L, and W 2 = W 2j = W . α e 2 is calculated using (16) and (15) . Finally, avoid-obstacle behavior is given the highest priority and is defined as
Here, A 3 = V 3 and X 3 = {x 3j |j = 1, 2, 3}, where x 31 = x 11 , x 32 = x 13 , and x 33 = x 23 . Lower values of x 31 infer higher activity of B 3 , whereas higher values of x 32 and x 33 infer higher activity of B 3 . The FDES F 3 constitutes F 3j , and F 3 and F 3j have the same transition structures as shown in Fig.6 . Event α e 3j is determined using (14) with f . We have used L 3j = L, and W 3 = W 3j = W . α e 3 is calculated using (16) and (15) .
Initial state vectors of all FDESs in B i , are set to [ 0.1 0.9 0.1 ]. The grade of membership of medium activity is assigned with a high value in order to switch activity of B i either low or high activity depending on the sensory data. Hence, assignment of the highest value to medium activity reduces the time delay to reach the expected activity state. For all F ij , we set d e = 0.8 and d c e = 0.2, which indicates that sensory information used in an event is 80% reliable (This value is determined experimentally). The behavior modulation technique is implemented as described in Section IV where the Arbiter defines the equivalence relation as
whereÂ represents the expected action of the highest priority behaviorB in maximum activity state (see Section IV). 
B. DES based coordinator and behavior arbitration

C. Navigation Results
For the experiments, Active Media Pioneer 3-T robot is used and sonar sensors are employed to obtain range measurements to avoid obstacles. At each decision cycle, the robot is controlled by sending a rotational velocity command (Ω) and a translational velocity command (v). For unmodulated coordination, the rotational velocity command Ω is proportional to θ, i.e., Ω = K θ θ deg/s, where θ = V deg. K θ is set to 1 for the examples presented in this paper. The translational velocity command v is adjusted proportional to rotational velocity (180 − abs(Ω)) and v is measured in mm/s. For unmodulated coordination, the sampling time period (i.e., the length of a decision cycle) is set at t p = 50 ms.
For FDES based coordinator and its non-fuzzy forms, the velocity commands are weighed by the average observability (O a ) and controllability (C c ) of F i . Hence, the velocity commands are modified as follows.
The average observability O a gives an index of average vagueness of the decision made and the average controllability C a gives an index of average change of undesired behavioral activity (which is caused by the dynamic changes in the environment). Hence, the robot should move slowly Using the navigation environment shown in Fig. 3 a navigation scenario has been created. Two obstacles are placed, a U-shaped obstacle is placed at the initial position of the robot, where the robot path is obstructed by the obstacle and a second obstacle is placed in the middle of the path ( Fig.8(a) ).Since the environment used in the experiment is small-scale and the robot odometry is gyro-corrected, we have only used the odometry data for robot localization. However, for large-scale environment position uncertainty increases that leads to improper subgoal detection and unreliable goal reaching navigation. Hence, online robot localization methods (e.g., [15] ) should be incorporated for reliable navigation. In each experiment the robot path is traced and the results are shown in Fig. 8-10 . 1 ) and has no authority to suppress the two behaviors go-to-target, which is V 1 and route-follow, which is V 2 in order to avoid obstacles, which is given by the vector V 3 . As a result the robot experienced collisions while navigating through obstacles. The robot experienced two collisions at points P 1 and P 2 ( Fig.8(b) ). In addition, this method experienced higher inconsistent velocity. Despite the collisions, this method can travel faster with the shortest traveled distance and navigation time.
2) DES based coordinator: The DES coordinated navigation (Fig.8(c) ) resulted higher traveled distance, higher navigation time, inconsistent velocities, and irregular robot trajectory. Fig.9(a) demonstrates an interesting characteristic of the DES coordinator, where only three possible activity states are permitted and saturated at β 1 = 0, β 2 = 0.5 or β 3 = 1. Use of discrete states (or equivalently hard boundaries in membership functions) resulted frequent switching within behaviors. Furthermore, according to the transition structure shown in Fig.6 , O a and C a are found to be 1, which indicates that the system has no velocity modulation.
3) Behavior arbitration: This is the most unsuccessful technique and failed to complete the navigational task in all three cases (see Fig.8(d) ). This is because, once the robot found an obstacle within low distance, the control of the robot was given to obstacle-avoidance behavior (see Fig.9 (b) where β 3 is dominating). Hence, the robot started wall-following to the direction consistent with its previous heading, which did not assist go-to-target and route-follow behaviors to reach the target.
4) FDES based coordinator:
The robot successfully completed the navigational tasks and showed the best performance (see Fig.8 (e)) using this method. In this case the velocities and sampling frequency are modulated by O a and C a . Therefore the robot has the ability to slow down in case of changing environments for assisting safe navigation. On the other hand this may result in slow navigation. However, the modulation through O a and C a helps to increase the sampling frequency. The robot can detect three significant changes in the environment caused by the unmodeled obstacles, while observing the product O a C a at 1 st , 250 th , and 450 th decision cycles (see Fig.10 ). The changes are corresponding to the points P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 in Fig.8(e) . The modulating weight β i is described in Fig.9(c) . Abrupt change of β i is automatically restricted by the transition structure of F i and this feature is able to produce consistent velocity and smooth trajectory.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper aimed to devise a novel behavior modulation technique for mobile robot control using Fuzzy Discrete Event System. The proposed method combines the aspects of command fusion and behavior arbitration. Inclusion of execution priority of each behavior indicates behavior arbitration whereas activation of all behaviors with different grade of membership addresses command fusion. Again, at each decision cycle, behaviors are categorized as cooperative and non-cooperative behaviors and cooperative behaviors are heavily weighed (with fuzzy activity state) to control the robot. This categorization of behaviors indicates hierarchical behavioral activation. The proposed method also provides fuzzily defined state-based observability and controllability. State-based observability provides a measure of vagueness of the estimated activity state which in turn provides an indication of decision uncertainty for behavior selection. The state-based controllability provides a measure to detect sudden changes in behavioral activity which can be caused by a dynamic environment. The present method employs observability and controllability to modify the velocity commands and the sampling frequency depending on decision vagueness and undesirable state-reach. Finally, the proposed behavior modulation technique is scalable to a large behavior-based system using appropriate priority ranking and behavioral decomposition. Moreover, the computational complexity is also tractable with increasing behaviors. A mobile robot navigation example is also presented to validate the performance of the proposed method. Navigation results are shown for four behavior coordinators: unmodulated vector summation, DES based coordinator, behavior arbitration, and FDES based coordinator. It has been observed that only FDES based system resulted in collision-free goal oriented navigation while maintaining consistent velocity, shorter traveled distance and navigation time, and smooth trajectory.
